Stereo Bluetooth Speaker
Operation Manual

EM-28

Product appearance and Operation Instruction
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List of spare parts
1. Bluetooth speaker x1
2. USB cable x1
3. User manual x1
4. 3.5mm Line in cable x1

Product Parameters:
Output power: $4\Omega \times 3W \times 2$
Speaker Dimension: 40MM
Power supply: DC 5V by USB interface, Built-in 1000mAh lithium battery
Charging time: 3 hours
Playing time: up to 8 hours
Bluetooth standard: V4.0
Bluetooth profiles supported: HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
THD: $\leq 0.5\% (1KHz/1W)$
SNR: $\geq 96dB$
Frequency Response: 90Hz to 18KHz
Reception distance: $\geq 10$ meters without hindrance
(Dimension will be different according to different models and environment)
Dimension: $155(L) \times 54(W) \times 59(H)$mm

Function Features:
2.0 channel design with stereo sound
Bluetooth standard: 4.0+D type amplifier, high quality sound reproduction guaranteed
Support Handsfree calling and answering function
Aux input: play with audio sources via 3.5mm audio cable

Operation Instruction:
1. Bluetooth connection: under automatically searching while blue lights flashing with 3HZ frequency after slide power button to “on” position; Flash lights will stop flashing until mobile has been searched and successfully connected with bluetooth of speaker em-28; then speaker can play music instantly.
3. Aux input: after power on, speaker will automatically changed to Aux status for music playing when plug in via 3.5mm audio cable.
4. Charging: no matter power on or off, speaker will be charged when connected with computer or adaptor; red light turns on when charging and red light turns off when fully charged.